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Hi Everyone,  

At this time of year, as we have seen before,

it is usual to see raptors at Swan Lake.  Of

course it is much easier to scan the now

leafless trees and look for their telltale

silhouettes high in the branches. You can

spot them from pretty far away like this

hawk way up in the tree at the far right

A little zoom from the camera and you see

it more clearly.

The images may be a little blurry if they are

far away but it is still cool to spot these

birds of prey.

It is also easier to find them when you get

to know one place by visiting it over and

over. You will soon figure out their favourite

places to perch, like the Swan Lake Bald

Eagles who love this tall fir tree.
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I usually look for the two eagles that they call

Rusty and Jerome, because just like in the friendly

giant you have to look up, way up to see them,

and as usual they were there on my walk.  What

was unusual was when I saw one of them put on a

display of acrobatic flying like I had never seen

before. Unfortunately the eagle was far away, I

was shaking with excitement, and it was hard to

capture the quick moves on the camera clearly,

but I still wanted to share what happened with

you because it was so unusual even if the picture

quality is low. First one of the Bald Eagles took off

and flew over the lake.
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He had seen something swimming in the water

and within seconds he started to dive on it with

wings tucked back and talons extended out. At

the last minute the eagle flared out his wings as

he tried to change direction, spinning on a dime

to track twist and turns of his elusive meal.

I couldn’t tell if it was an otter or a muskrat

swimming, but it dove quickly sending a spray of

water into the air. The eagle tried to pull up and

hover like a giant humming bird, waiting to see

what would happen next.

He did this several times, stopping, hovering,

diving at the water, climbing back up, circling

around and diving again and again.
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Finally, frustrated and exhausted, the eagle flew

back up to his favourite perch to recover his

strength after this amazing flying demonstration. 

I had no idea an eagle could hover even for a

second. It seemed so unusual to see.

A bit later on my walk I came across another fairly

usual and familiar sign of fall,  a male buck and a

female doe Black Tail deer doing the mating

game dance. However this again turned out to be

a bit unusual.  It seemed like

they had found true love and, as we all know,

finding true love doesn’t happen every day, so I

had to take a couple of pictures.

Now usually my scientific side will say that during

the fall rutting season deer behaviour is all

instinctual, no love involved.
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In November and December bucks will often follow a doe for days. It can get

somewhat rough as the bucks usually get very aggressive. They will fight off other

males sometimes breaking an antler, like this one has, in their version of a sword

duel over love. They will also gore dogs that get in the way, charge into traffic, and

basically run amok with nervous energy for no apparent reason. Well I can think of

one reason. 

The bucks are so focused, intent, and even

crazed about achieving their goal they would

even climb impossibly high cliffs to

demonstrate their commitment to love. 

It’s insanity.
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Once the buck finally finds a doe, she can lead him

on a playful chase for a couple of days until he

gets pretty frustrated. I know that sounds

inconceivable, but really it is a lot like my high

school dating experience. The buck’s will follow

the doe’s lead and do whatever she wishes

because they know the rarity of finding true love.

After mating the deer couple will sometimes

hang out together for a few days which I

thought  sounded  romantic, but I was told it

was just the male waiting around to chase away

other males and protect his chances of siring a

fawn. Finding true deer love it seems would

take a miracle.

However in this case it looked like this affair was

no fleeting dalliance. They were very calmly and

tenderly nuzzling and cuddling! You could see

the passion in their eyes. Close your eyes little

ones, it looks like this is turning into a kissing

book!

These dear sweethearts were actually closing

their eyes during this amorous and tender

tête-à-tête that sure looked very loving to me.  

 In fact I would swear I could hear her cooing

and him gently whispering, “as you wish."
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Whatever was going on, it made for a such

a romantic and intimate fall scene that I am

now a believer in true deer love.

Just around the corner, and back to a more

scientific observation of nature, I came

up another Swan Lake regular, the Great

Blue Heron doing its usual fly past.

He was magnificent. I liked how the gnarly

twisted branches of the Garry Oak were

reflected in the twists and curves of his

long neck.

Now I was back on track, combining my

love of nature and appreciation of good

light and the right camera angle to

document the wonder and science of

nature.
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Except then the Great Blue Heron

did something as unusual as the

deer. He flew across the lake and

landed right on the busy boardwalk

in the middle of a crowd of people.

He literally stopped traffic!

It seemed like nobody was acting

normally at Swan Lake lately. Even

this Western Crow doesn’t seem to

know that the Robin is supposed to

be the early bird that gets the worm!

What an unusual time at Swan Lake.

 

Take care, Lenny
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